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CitAEcephale 
(lit) ‘A city without a head.’  The city as an object with no definite or definable 
attributes. See CitAEcephilia (erotic obsession with the creation of cities with 
no definite or definable attributes), CitAEcephobia (the irrational fear of cities 
with no definable or definable attributes) and CitAEcephalization (the process 
of creating cities devoid of definite or definable attributes.)  
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...racism

I am racist, but when I hear people speaking in a foreign language, I can’t help 
wanting to know what they are saying. I know they aren’t talking about me 
or anything, but sometimes it frustrates me that they might know a secret I 
will never understand. This should make me angry, my dad hates it when he 
hears people gibbering away, but I’m just curious. When I was 14 I got a book 
on Urdu from the library, had to hide it under my bed, but every night I read 
under my quilt by the light of a torch made in China. Some of the words were 
far too difficult, the syllables didn’t make any sense and when I tried to 
whisper them to myself they made me spit. Dad says buying stuff from places 
like China is ok, because it keeps the bastards working for us. He’s funny like 
that, says he hates anyone who isn’t white, but thinks that we shouldn’t be 
getting our hands dirty making things. He says we are the consumers, the top 
of the pile. Some of his mates say you should only buy British, but he says 
we’ve been there and done that, whatever that means. Anyway, when Dad 
found the book he made me burn it in the garden and we never went back to 
the library. A few days later it was burnt down by some of the skins, 
I watched from my window and could feel the heat on my face.
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...regeneration (1)
(aka The Green Man)

The angle is all wrong. I am driving down the hill, and the glare is still getting 
to me. I try to avoid his eye, but I can’t. The world revolves around him, his 
face, his eye. Family eh, who’d have them? Christ! You think a drive in the 
country would shake him off, but no, no chance of that. No dignity for a god, 
you’d think that would be important but he’s old now. Times are tough, and 
he isn’t too proud for a slow desperate crawl through the mud and dog shit. 
Yes, he’s there, skimming the surface of the ground. The desperate 
nonchalance doesn’t fool, I’m not playing along. But neither is he, this is life 
and death. But it’s always like this at Yule time. Bouncing through dead cold 
branches, the light filters down, everywhere, reflecting off the runoff from the 
blocked drains. The stream, the gold, my father, who art in heaven. I ran from 
him in Egypt, but how far can you run from a god? 
   The solstice today, longest night. He is a jealous one, you know, gets worse 
at Christmas. I can feel it start, my eyes, windows of the soul. A burning, 
bright oxidation of the air. Yuletide greed, like a pig at the trough. Stuff your 
face, digest, rust. Atoms and molecules rush along, feet and arms spread. John 
Barleycorn is no match for Osiris. The burn, the scorch marks, the deafening 
finality of it as I leave the road. I hope the engine doesn’t go up, as well, or this 
will all be for nothing. 
   A “cool fire”, a controlled burn, won’t scorch the earth. It leaves room for 
others to grow. It really 
should be done in the 
spring or the autumn. 
But needs must and 
all that. And this is the 
shortest night, the 
least sunlight. I have 
to make room for it. 
New shoots need 
breathing space. 
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...regeneration (2)

When a new transport hub is implanted into an old 
neighbourhood it is akin to a form of post-modernist invasive 
surgery. A PPP physician inserting gleaming titanium into wrecked 
degenerating tissue. While it will certainly ease movement it cannot heal the 
fractures of zone 3. It only makes for an easier escape route. Only 15 minutes 
to Liverpool Street for man bag porters and wheeled luggage handlers. Step 
free access. Wipe-clean stainless steel and orange plastic emblazoned with the 
unmistakable imperial blue roundel and red cross stripe. An illuminated 
symbol that is the only admissible evidence of a more romantic past. Of any 
past. It has survived the dissolution of time that began in 1997 and hence 
it makes moths of us all. It makes the foolish heart ache for the sight of it 
through monochrome rain, the spots of which only increase its emotional 
pull. 
   Across the High Road, Buddleia forests flourish at right angles 30 feet from 
the ground, interspersed with drying tea towels and the flags of various 
nations. The remains of exotic fish from the market lie in the gutter, paddled 
there on the soles of old ladies’ fur-lined boots. Ranting street preachers wage 
their rap battles outside of cafes wafting the aroma of frying chicken. 
   Pavement princesses on unfeasible heels raise pencilled eyebrows higher 
than their hemlines at leery lads bobbing out of the precinct.
   Shug frowns at 3 across and chugs his Guinness, anchored  arm stuck out the 
window of The Railway as passers-by negotiate the tip of his Benson, which is 
technically breaking no law.
   Above it all stares down the cold sprayed eyes of Monkey. Surveying this 
scene dispassionately as we apes pay no heed to this alien obelisk 
transplanted into our moonscape. Come the morning the courted achieves 
emerge fearful from their boltholes. To scurry through streets they may make 
no claim to lest they be claimed, pouring in tribute through its gates.
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...republic
......and such fragments that survived the bombing, one of which is 
reproduced  below, are a vital clue to what life was like for the ex-royal family 
members after the Cromwellian restoration of  2023.  
 

  Kindly supplied by The Julian Fellowes Institute 
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...revolution

Half past three on a Sunday afternoon, she smiles at her grandson as he plays 
out back, as she makes sandwiches for school the next day.  Think on this a 
while.  Now compare it to a broken bottle, shattered on a car park floor.  Have 
you noticed there are no similarities between these disparate images, but that 
the mind instantly jumps to fill gaps with no significant purpose or logical 
benefit?  Maybe you haven’t, but I suspect this will lead to a suspicion that 
either your brain works differently than most people’s or that I am a liar.  Both 
a possibilities, but of course, I may have been right all along.

...roads

On a personal note, as a writer, it is sometimes difficult to come up with the 
subject for a story. This is as true with writing lyrics for a song as it is for fic-
tion. The environ, locale, and names of localities thereabouts can often 
provide inspiration for titles and the all important hook. Artists who have 
used this for inspiration include:  Cream / Heads, Talking / Heat, Canned  / 
Rhea, Chris / Springsteen, Bruce / Ween / Weller, Paul   

Weller uses his locality as the inspiration for the title of his third album, 
released by Go! Discs in 1995. In 1998, Q magazine readers voted it the 46th 
greatest album of all time. Weller claimed on a BBC special that he hopes he 
can one day create an album as perfect as this one, stating that all the stars 
were aligned during the writing and recording period. The album’s cover is 
also notable as it was created by the artist Peter Blake, designer of The Beatles’ 
Sgt Pepper’s album artwork. 

cf Streets

  Kindly supplied by The Julian Fellowes Institute 
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S
...seedy (1)
He licks his lips like
A leopard who’s been living
On lentils and leeks

...seedy (2)
A large painting hangs in dull lit room.  It shows a naked woman running from 
a man, he is catching up, but as he reaches out her feet spout roots and her 
fingers leaves as she is transformed into a tree.   

...sophistication

When you pretend to like things that 
you don’t like, and or understand things 
you don’t like, to people you don’t know, 
don’t like or understand them either.

...stranger (1)
Do you know who I am?
    Who are you? Hello Pretty Boy, let’s stop listening to your existential drama 
and get one thing straight. Shall we? Love, like flying, is a popular nightmare.  
And OK, I’m afraid of heights. But that’s a good thing, because there’s no 
safety net.
    You are not an angel and I am not a fool.
    Flying? You step out and there is nothing there.
    Spare me.
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   Spare me the crowds, the throngs of the aviation field. The fan club. 
Unaccustomed as you are and all that… Let’s return again.
    Who am I? I’m here on the ground, not grounded.
    Let’s get one thing straight, and before we begin. Do you know who I am? I 
think it interesting that you can say with such certainty that I am a coward.
    You are the one who wants to fly. Right?
    So what’s keeping you?
    Spare me. Spare me the bullshit.
    Spare me the words. If I want to take off, I don’t need your baggage 
weighing me down.
     I fly solo.
     Just. Spare me. I am not a stopgap, to keep you grounded.
    Go Fly.

CitAEcephale RST

  ...stranger (2)
   Seeking to justify our togetherness. 
We find meaning in places we’ve both 
been before we knew each other. 
To validate our relationship as part of 
the greater scheme of things.
A gig in London, a street we both visited 
on the same day. Did we brush past each 
other and say excuse me? 

Have I met you someplace before?
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...streets

On a personal note, as a writer, it is sometimes difficult to come up with the 
subject for a story. This is as true with writing lyrics for a song as it is for 
fiction. The environ, locale and names of localities thereabouts can often 
provide inspiration for titles and the all important hook. Artists who have 
used this for inspiration include: Doors, The / Garfunkel, Simon and / Jam, 
The  / Joel, Billy / Kinks, The /Prince / Rafferty, Gerry / Wainwright, Rufus  
/ U2
 
It is said that Jim Morrison’s personal hygiene left a lot to be desired. It is 
unlikely the actor Val Kilmer (Dec 31 1959 - ) took the Method (1) to such 
extremes when he portrayed the singer in the 1991 biopic ‘The Doors’, (cert 
18, 140 mins, Dir Oliver Stone, “The story of the famous and influential 
1960’s rock band and its lead singer and composer, Jim Morrison.” IMDB

There was for years speculation that Morrison (December 8, 1943 – July 3, 
1971) did not die in Paris in a bathtub in a drug induced stupor, but lives 
today in Africa. Morrison died on July 3, 1971. In the official account of his 
death, he was found in a Paris apartment bathtub by Pamela Courson. The 
absence of an official autopsy and the various accounts of his death have led to 
various, now largely discredited, conspiracy theories.  

He was ranked number 47 on Rolling Stone’s “100 Greatest Singers of All 
Time”. 

cf Roads

   
(1) Method acting is a phrase that loosely refers to a family of techniques by which actors try to create in themselves 
the thoughts and emotions of their characters in an effort to develop lifelike performances. (Wikipedia)

CitAEcephale RST
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T
...tourist (1) 
He came back slight and muttering incomprehensibly, an urge to hug, but 
meaning gone, as if speaking from some lost dimension.  Tanned and shaggy 
haired nature boy with wild eyes, grunting niceties and hinting at attachment.  
Unsure of what or where he travels next.  Thoughts of my own failed 
explorations, put off for better times that came and yet I stayed, for safety or 
perhaps for love.  And if the changes wrote on him, would mark the damage 
done - the journeys of the mind can seem a greater destination.  It is the mind 
that scars the most, and eyes spoke closely of those fractured synapses.  
Internal trips can lose you too, so maybe best to stop.  

CitAEcephale RST
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...tourist (2) 

In Wales we noticed
There are more war memorials
Or maybe the war memorials are just
More obvious.
A relic to an earlier time.

Roads where there is an impossibility of walking
And the car is king,
Queen and prime minister too.
And it takes over an hour
To get to Chester on the bus. 

In Wales we noticed
Everyone speaks with a scouse accent
At least in Flintshire
Overlooking the River Dee and Birken’ead

In Wales we noticed 75percent
Youth unemployment
Buildings closed, shutters outside
Rusting in the wet cold.
Boarded up and smashed up pubs and houses, 
Every third one
Or so it seemed.

In Wales we noticed
Grand old red brick, pink and greige granite gothic buildings
With royal crests
Municipal crests
Empty
Now first floor offices
To let.

CitAEcephale RST

In Wales we noticed
A white bridge like a harp.
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...town hall (1) 

Basil Lusch had been working for the Directorate Of Power(1)  for 22 years, 
since the time of private provision, although this was never openly spoken of. 
It was interesting, he would often muse (to himself naturally) the extent to 
which the human mind could dissemble when necessary. 
   Gradually, over the last few years he realised that it hardly ever crossed his 
mind. There had once been a furious battle of ideas over such things. Now 
there was no longer even a whispered conversation. Citizens would 
sometimes, possibly out of a heady mix of desperation and substance fuelled 
bravery call and attempt to remind him of the past. He and his colleagues 
were furnished with a prepared script for such occasions that would admit no 
mention of such things. They would then pass on the number to the relevant 
directorate.
   Basil chuckled to himself as he logged out for the day. They’d had it all 
wrong, the protestors against the “empower” acts. The threat of a police cell 
had become seen as vulgar and ineffective (although of course it still went 
on). Far better to take away someone’s creature comforts from a safe distance. 
No-one saw that coming. He certainly hadn’t. Just lucky to be working for the 
right team eh! 
   Still, they can’t see inside your head. At least not yet anyway he mused as he 
strode Fridaylike past saluting security guards, through the retination gate. 
His actual views about such affairs remained a matter for himself and Gert 
alone. Some people rumoured that walls really did have ears. Basil knew it.
Still, sod all that. Best to assume that if his thoughts were his own his words 
were not and shut the fuck up about it. The D13 would sweep him home to 
the heart of him for a weekend of mild abandon with Gertie. Well it rhymes 
with dirty he thought. It must be the combination of boredom and vibration 
that inexorably make people’s minds wander to sex on trams. 
 

(1)  What remained of organised socialism as the 21st century wore on eventually achieved a somewhat 
pyrrhic victory regarding the re-nationalisation of key industries. Successive failures by private finance 
to ensure basic standards of service, particularly in times of war, led to the Emergency Powers Act of 
2023. Provision of all utilities, transport, communications, and food production was transferred to the 
military. This was not what they had been hoping for.  
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   He was as close to skipping as a man of his years ever gets as he left the tram 
at The Parkway. It was the same every Friday. Through the arch of white 
Buddleia that Gert had planted all those years ago. The door buzzed and 
de-magnetised as he almost leapt over the threshold hollering
“Hi honey I’m home!” in his kitsch American square accent he always used. It 
still made Gert smile. At least it would have if she were there. 
   Gert was currently unable to move a muscle. Deprived even of the power 
to move her own eye-lids she had no option but to watch the scene being 
played out in front of her. Time seemed to slow as Basil’s familiar goofy smile 
slid from his face. Second by second. Frame by frame. Then realisation. Then 
panic. 
   Her only possible response a single tear as Basil ran from their house.  Fade 
to black. 

...town hall (1)

Grimy black and white façade, flickering in the grim daylight. The 
morally compromised hero stalks the tacky steps. The femme fatale catches 
his eye from inside, swishes her hair in disgust, sidles up to the plump mayor. 
Chump. He’s not even sure why he came. Damn it! He’s forgot his interior 
monologue. It begins to rain.

CitAEcephale RST
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...traffic

Her name is Mary, and Medway is the promised land. She was going to clean 
houses, do the domestic thing. Bake loaves. Except here, bread is cheap and 
the domestic thing stole her passport and made her lay with liars. Her family 
had a special name for that, taken straight from the good book. She is still 
Mary. Taken for a fool; anyone for a ride?
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